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The Uzbek language belongs to the group of Turkic-speaking

languages and is one of the low-resource languages. In this regard, it is

currently important to increase and expand the language and electronic

resources in the Uzbek language. However, since the Uzbek language

belongs to the group of agglutinative languages, in this language each

grammatical meaning is expressed by separate affixes. Therefore, when

constructing natural language processing tasks, such as stemming,

segmentation and morphological analysis, a complete set of endings is

required along with the stem and stop words of the Uzbek language. The

article contains a full set of Uzbek endings, a dictionary of stem and stop

words. The collection of endings was carried out for two main parts of

speech, that is, for the noun and the verb. The dictionary of verb endings

includes all possible combinations of tenses, voices, moods, and participles.



Inflectional Endings for Nominal Base Words 

The set of endings to the nominal bases of words of the Uzbek

language has four types:

- plural suffixes (denoted by K),

- possessive suffixes (denoted by T),

- case suffixes (denoted by C),

- personal suffixes (denoted by J).



Inflectional Endings for Nominal Base Words 

Ending type Endings Number of endings

K -lar 1
T -im, m,-ing,-ng, -i, -si,

-imiz, -miz, ingiz, -ngiz,
-niki

11

C -ning, -ga, -ka, -qa, -
ni, -dan, -da

7

J -man, -san, -miz, -siz,
-dir, -dirlar

6



Inflectional Endings for Nominal Base Words 

Placements of two types of endings can be as follows:
KT, TC, CJ, JK

KC, TJ, CT, JT

KJ, TK, CK, JC.

Example ending type K ending type C Number of endings

kitob- -lar -ning, -ga, -ni,
-da, -dan

5

Number of endings of the KC (Plural-Case) endings placements.



Inflectional Endings for Nominal Base Words 

The endings of the three types will be placed as follows:
KTC, KTJ, TCJ, TCK, CJK, CJT, JKT, JKC

KCJ, KCT, TJK, TJC, CTK, CTJ, JTK, JTC

KJT, KJC, TKC, TKJ, CKT, CKJ, JCK, JCT.

Number of endings of the KCJ (Plural-Case-Personal) endings placements.

example ending type K ending  type C ending  type J Number of 

endingssingular plural

ona- -lar

-ga

-da 

-dan

-man

-san

-dir

-miz

-siz

C3) 1*5=5

C5) 1*5=5

C6) 1*5=5

3*5=15

The number of endings for nominal base words – 360.



Inflectional Endings for  Verb Base Words 

12 tenses in the Uzbek language, and all possible forms of the question

and the negative were considered. 

examples affixes 1 person 2 person 2 person
(respect)

3 person Number of
endings

After
consonant

kel- -ayotir -man

-miz

-san

- siz

-siz

-sizlar

-

-lar

4
3

After
vowel

o’qi -(y)yotir 4
3
7*2=14

The third method of forming a present continuous tense verb.



Inflectional Endings for  Verb Base Words 

12 tenses in the Uzbek language, and all possible forms of the question

and the negative were considered. 

examples affixes 1 person 2 person 2 person
(respect)

3 person Number of
endings

After
consonant

kel- -ayotir -man

-miz

-san

- siz

-siz

-sizlar

-

-lar

4
3

After
vowel

o’qi -(y)yotir 4
3
7*2=14

The third method of forming a present continuous tense verb.

The number of endings for verb base words – 1868.

The total number of endings for Uzbek – 2228.





Experiments and Results



Experiments and Results

The experiment included 55 sentences of 626 words. The 

stemming algorithm correctly separated 592 words.

Correctly 

separated words

Incorrectly 

separated words

94,57% 5,43%



Experiments and Results

Inflectional word Output Expected output

kompyuterlarni kompyuter kompyuter

bloki blok blok

qanday qand qanday

disklardagi disklardagi disk

qiladi qil qil

texnikadan texnika texnika

yarat yara yarat

saqlanib saqlan saqlan

Possible results of applying the stemming algorithm based on 

the CSE morphological model to the text in the Uzbek language



Conclusion




